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Become A Beauty
Industry Boss
Ready to Take Your Beauty Business
to the Next Level
Jaye Renee' is the creator of The Predictable
Beauty Industry Behavior System, which is an
automated system that accelerates growth and
profits in Beauty Businesses by understanding
the behavior of the business owner and their
prospective clients.
She is one of the most sought after BehavioralBased Beauty Industry Educators on the planet.
A highly sought after author of "The 6 Figure
Stylist(TM): Secrets to Exploding Your Beauty
Industry Business & Creating Success by
Design", educator & speaker who is dedicated
to helping people serious about success
improve the quality of their businesses and
their lives by helping them turn ideas in to
dollars and red into black on their bottom lines.
Order now!

"Beauty Industry
Professionals and Beauty
Business Owners have so
much power in the world
today! Unfortunately for
too many of that power
doesn't convert to dollars in
their bank accounts. I am
overjoyed to be able to
help change that, it's part of
my life's work and I
wouldn't have it any other
way."
- Jaye Renee

You can purchase my book, “The 6 Figure
Stylist: Secrets to Exploding Your Beauty
Industry Business & Creating Success by
Design.”
Available on

Author
No one and deny it: the old beauty industry is
BROKEN and GONE FOREVER. It will never be as it
one was. In its place a NEW ERA has emerged.
Clients have power and are more skeptical than
ever in their decision making. Ordinary products
and services will result in failure. The good news is
that for those who understand it and who make the
decision to understand how it works, they will have
businesses that are more profitable than ever.
Introduce you to the New Era of the Beauty
Industry & how to succeed in it.
Teach you to get new clients & keep them for
life.
Reveal the #1 desire of clients in this New Era.
Show you how to build a better business with
hypnotic profits.
Tell you who REALLY has the most powerful
hands in the world.

"A must-read for anyone
who is in the hair styling
business, Jaye Renee'ss
journey is totally inspiring
and her positive energy
and keen sense of style is
evident in her book. Easy
to read and understand.'
-Marissa Jones,
Calleigh & Jones LLC
Available on

As Seen In

A highly sought after author of "The 6 Figure
Stylist(TM): Secrets to Exploding Your Beauty
Industry Business & Creating Success by
Design", educator & speaker who is dedicated to
helping people serious about success improve
the quality of their businesses and their lives by
helping them turn ideas in to dollars and red
into black on their bottom lines
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Speaker
As a speaker, Jaye shares her shoot-straight-fromthe-hip, heartfelt and practical messages with her
audiences like a long lost sister or Auntie, providing
them with eye-opening truths, motivation and tools
to succeed in spite of any circumstance.She prides
herself on having beauty business owners take a
deeper look into their businesses showing them
hidden treasures within, along with learning their
customer’s true reasons for doing business with
them.
As a 20 year veteran she strives to celebrate and
uplift the industry that everyone seems to want a
piece of. And to speak often to new professionals,
members of the industry who too often feel
ignored and who too often get left behind.
With such great responsibilities to live up to Jaye is
just excited about having more opportunities to
both learn and share her knowledge. Primarily
interested in helping others see the value in
themselves; Jaye feels that boxing yourself in is not
an option, she's the self-proclaimed buck the
system kind of woman whose mission is it to draw
out the value in others and to be an example that
nothing can hold you back from what you want to
be, do or have.

"Jaye Renee' is totally
amazing. The 6 Figure
Stylist gave me the
direction and insights that I
needed to operated my
hair styling business."
-Latisha Ross,
President & Owner, Clips
& Scissors Inc.
Speaking Topics:
Leadership, Entrepreneurial &
Beauty Industry
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A highly sought after author of "The 6 Figure
Stylist(TM): Secrets to Exploding Your Beauty
Industry Business & Creating Success by
Design", educator & speaker who is dedicated to
helping people serious about success improve
the quality of their businesses and their lives by
helping them turn ideas in to dollars and red
into black on their bottom lines
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HOW WE CAN
WORK TOGETHER
GET TRAINING FOR YOUR
STAFF/TEAM/ORGANIZATION
GET HELP FOR YOUR BEAUTY
BUSINESS
BEAUTY SHOW HOST OR
JUDGE
EVENT HOST
RADIO/PODCAST GUEST
BLOG/PUBLICATION
CONTRIBUTOR
BEAUTY & BUSINESS RELATED
SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS

HAVE OTHER IDEAS? GET
IN TOUCH WITH ME AT
JAYE@JAYERENEE.COM

(301) 812-3832
@beautyindustryjaye

